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A young boy tries to find his voice with the help of some four-legged friends in
this “elegantly spare novel about the healing power of dogs and love” (Publishers
Weekly), from the Newbery-winning author of Sarah, Plain and Tall.

Zoe’s family rescues dogs in need. There is always the sweet smell of dog and a
warm body looking to cuddle or play. There is always a new dog to be saved, and
loved. Fur flies everywhere. It covers everything. Zoe’s house is never silent.

The house across the street is always silent these days. A new family has moved
in and Phillip, the boy, has stopped speaking. He doesn’t even want to try.

Saving dogs and saving boys may be different jobs, but Zoe learns that some
parts are the same. Both take attention and care. They take understanding and
time. And maybe just a bit of white fur flying.

From Newbery Medalist Patricia MacLachlan, White Fur Flying is an endearing
tale of companionship and hope that is “beautifully told, quietly moving, and
completely satisfying” (Kirkus Reviews).
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A young boy tries to find his voice with the help of some four-legged friends in this “elegantly spare novel
about the healing power of dogs and love” (Publishers Weekly), from the Newbery-winning author of Sarah,
Plain and Tall.

Zoe’s family rescues dogs in need. There is always the sweet smell of dog and a warm body looking to
cuddle or play. There is always a new dog to be saved, and loved. Fur flies everywhere. It covers everything.
Zoe’s house is never silent.

The house across the street is always silent these days. A new family has moved in and Phillip, the boy, has
stopped speaking. He doesn’t even want to try.

Saving dogs and saving boys may be different jobs, but Zoe learns that some parts are the same. Both take
attention and care. They take understanding and time. And maybe just a bit of white fur flying.

From Newbery Medalist Patricia MacLachlan, White Fur Flying is an endearing tale of companionship and
hope that is “beautifully told, quietly moving, and completely satisfying” (Kirkus Reviews).
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Editorial Review

From School Library Journal
Gr 3-5-Life is never dull for Zoe and Alice. Their mother rescues Great Pyrenees dogs until a new home can
be found and their father is a veterinarian. Enormous dogs are always roaming their family's rural home and
white fur is always flying everywhere. When the sisters meet their new neighbor, Phillip, they are left with
many questions. Phillip has gone silent. What happened that would cause him to stop speaking? Does he
believe that he is the cause of his parents' problems? MacLachlan shares with young audiences a touching
story of compassion, trust, and patience. She weaves the themes of family and friendship throughout the
narrative, peppering her well-paced plot with sufficient tension and avoiding an overdramatization of its
climax. Like many of the author's best stories, this one is told simply and gently with touches of light humor.
The clear prose, combined with the brevity of the narrative, make the book an ideal selection for young
readers, reluctant readers, and animal lovers everywhere. Children will feel satisfied as they discover that
both dogs and boys can be rescued, and many will be pleasantly surprised that they can also rescue one
another.-Elly Schook, Jamieson Elementary School, Chicagoα(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a
wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.

From Booklist
MacLachlan delivers yet another understated, quietly inspirational chapter book with this tale of a boy who
emerges from his shell via some canny canine intervention. Young Zoe lives in the country with her family
of four and an ever-shifting cast of Great Pyrenees dogs, which Zoe’s mom rescues, trains, and then gives
away to new owners. Kodi is the only dog to live with them constantly, and he mourns each time of one his
companions leaves. Enter nine-year-old Phillip, sent to live with his aunt while his parents resolve an
unspecified dispute. Phillip will not speak to anyone—except Kodi. “Maybe that is what Kodi and Phillip
know about each other,” says Zoe. “They’re both left behind.” Preternaturally wise (and sometimes stilted)
kid dialogue aside, this is tailor-made for beginning readers looking for a gentle handling of powerfully felt
emotions. There is only one dramatic incident of note—Phillip disappears during a hailstorm to chase after a
dog he’s come to love—and it is swiftly tidied up for the inevitable, but sweet, happy ending. HIGH-
DEMAND BACKSTORY: The long shadow of the Newbery-winning Sarah, Plain and Tall (1985)
continues to make each MacLachlan offering something of an event. Grades 2-4. --Daniel Kraus

Review
"MacLachlan delivers yet another understated, quietly inspirational chapter book with this tale.... This is
tailor-made for beginning readers looking for a gentle handling of powerfully felt emotions." (Booklist)

* "Beautifully told, quietly moving and completely satisfying." (Kirkus Reviews, starred review)

"MacLachlan crafts an elegantly spare novel about the healing power of dogs and love.... A graceful and
quiet narrative with keen observations on how time and affection can remedy pain." (Publishers Weekly)

"MacLachlan shares with young audiences a touching story of compassion, trust, and patience. She weaves
the themes of family and friendship throughout the narrative, peppering her well-paced plot with sufficient
tension and avoiding an overdramatization of its climax. Like many of the author’s best stories, this one is
told simply and gently with touches of light humor. The clear prose, combined with the brevity of the
narrative, make the book an ideal selection for young readers, reluctant readers, and animal lovers
everywhere. Children will feel satisfied as they discover that both dogs and boys can be rescued, and many
will be pleasantly surprised that they can also rescue one another." (School Library Journal)
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Users Review

From reader reviews:

Morgan Woods:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the concept White Fur Flying
suitable to you? The actual book was written by well known writer in this era. Typically the book untitled
White Fur Flyingis the one of several books this everyone read now. This kind of book was inspired lots of
people in the world. When you read this guide you will enter the new way of measuring that you ever know
prior to. The author explained their concept in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to be aware
of the core of this reserve. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. So you can see
the represented of the world in this book.

Michelle Curry:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always try to and must have the extra time or they will get wide range
of stress from both daily life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not only a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity do you
possess when the spare time coming to a person of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then
ever try this one, reading books. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, typically the
book you have read is White Fur Flying.

Susan Hare:

Are you kind of active person, only have 10 or 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind ability or
thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book in comparison with can satisfy
your short space of time to read it because this time you only find reserve that need more time to be examine.
White Fur Flying can be your answer given it can be read by an individual who have those short time
problems.

David Whetstone:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got scholars? We believe that that issue was
given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And you know that
little person similar to reading or as reading become their hobby. You have to know that reading is very
important in addition to book as to be the point. Book is important thing to incorporate you knowledge,
except your own teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update about something by book. Numerous
books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is niagra White Fur Flying.
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